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Plain English dictionary 

 

Short words and phrases are usually more effective than long ones, so use a short one when 

you can. Sometimes you will need a word or phrase from the left-hand column. For instance, 

‘utilise’ is correct when you mean using something for a task it wasn’t designed for. And 

alternating long words with short ones can improve pace and avoid repetition. But filling a 

document with long words is usually unnecessary and makes it less clear. 

 

Long word/phrase Short alternative 

a large number of many 

a large proportion of most 

accede agree 

actually (usually redundant) 

adjacent to next to 

advance planning planning 

all of a sudden suddenly 

along with with 

ameliorate improve/help 

analyse test 

area of knowledge subject 

ascertain work out 

as to about 

at an early date soon 

at the moment now 

approximately about/roughly 

aggravate annoy 

assistance help 

attempt try 

at this moment in time now 

behind schedule late 

beverage drink 

building operations building 

can be used to can/will 

causing injury to injuring 

close scrutiny scrutiny 

come on stream start 

commence start 
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concerning about 

considers thinks 

construct make 

consultations talks 

continued to remain stayed 

conveyed showed 

demonstrate show 

determine find out 

different from unlike 

discontinue stop 

dispatch send 

domiciliary units homes 

donate give 

during the course of while 

each and every one all 

enable let 

endeavour try 

end result result/conclusion 

established started 

exceedingly very 

extinguish put out/dowse 

enquire ask 

following (in time) after 

facilitate help/ease 

finalise finish 

final verdict verdict 

first and foremost first 

frequently often 

further (in ‘further information’) more 

future plans plans 

gather together meet 

general consensus of opinion consensus 

give consideration to think about 

give rise to produce 

however but 

implement (n.) tool 

in addition to as well as/and 

in attendance there/present 

in excess of more than 

in order to to 
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in respect of about 

in short supply scarce 

in spite of the fact that despite 

in the direction of towards 

in view of the fact that because/as 

in the course of during 

in the region of about/around 

increase the strength of strengthen 

indicate show 

inform tell 

initiate start 

intend mean 

is of the opinion that thinks 

join together meet/join 

larceny theft 

local residents locals 

local authority council 

location (n.) place 

make changes to change 

made suggestions as to suggested 

majority (the -) most 

materialise happen 

meaningful discussions talks 

minute detail detail 

necessary needed 

non-attendance absence 

nonetheless but 

objective aim/point 

obtain get 

occasioned by caused by 

of the order of about 

owing to the fact that due to 

parameters limits 

pick and choose pick/choose 

plan ahead plan 

practically feasible feasible 

proceed go 

prior to before 

provide give 

purchase buy 
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put an end to stop 

regarding about 

regulate control 

remain stay 

remuneration pay 

render give 

require need 

residence home/house 

retain keep 

right now now 

selection choice 

subsequently next/then 

sufficient enough 

terminate stop 

the addition of adding 

the whole of all 

utilise use 

vast majority of most 

with the exception of except 

with regard to about 

 
 


